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Monet came to be regarded as one of the greatest of all landscape painters. Details from 12 of his

famed paintings appear on these lovely bookmarks, among them waterlilies in the gardens at

Giverny, The Boulevard des Capucines, Rouen Cathedral, Portal and the Tour d'Albane, Camille

Monet in Japanese Costume, and more.
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These are nice every day bookmarks. They're not fancy, there's a book of them and they are made

of cardboard. The back says the name of the painting,and the front with the picture is kind of glossy.

I wouldn't give them as a gift, as they are not really gift quality, unless it was to someone who is a

Monet enthusiast or admirer that would be thrilled to have a little of their favorite author nestled

between the pages of a novel they are reading. I think they are a fair price. If you lose one, you've

got several others to tear out of the book they come in... the edges end up slightly perforated

because you have to rip them out of the book of bookmarks. They aren't hard to rip out though, if

you bend them a little bit. They rip out fairly clean. If you wanted them to be more durable and not

get stained or bent I guess you could laminate them.

I bought these Monet Bookmarks and Van Gogh Bookmarks from the same publisher. The

resolution of the images of the Monet Bookmarks is significantly lower than that used to print the



Van Gogh Bookmarks. I have uploaded close-up comparison photos. Still I give 2 stars for the thick

paper quality and cheap price; I will use these without much fear of losing or ruining them (as I

would fear when using the really nicely printed Gogh bookmarks!) BUT I would recommend to

anyone getting the Gogh bookmarks instead of these, even if you are a Monet fan - the poor image

quality will only disappoint you.

These bookmarks are made of a sturdy cardstock a lot like postcards. The image is semi-glossy

and the reverse side is plain. These come in a small booklet where you tear them out along the

perforations. They're attractive and not very expensive.

I really needed bookmarks..I kept folding the top of the page to hold my spot and I have about 5

books I'm reading at once, so this was an inexpensive much needed buy for me. Also like Monet.

These are pretty. Smaller than I thought but I didn't read the description or other reviews so that was

my fault, but they are a good size..who needs a really long bookmark. Just tear them out of the book

and there you go. I'm not picky so these work great for me. This would make a nice little stocking

stuffer for a reader.

These are charming bookmarks from the Dover Publications collection. They are printed on heavy

coated card stock two per page, and are separated with a perforated edge. They measure 2"x

5-3/4". Dover says they are "green" because it's printed on 10% recycled material.The Monet

paintings are actually full-color details from his work and quite impressive. The details are from

Water Lily Pond; Camille Monet in Japanese Costume; Water Lilies; The Stroll, Camille Monet and

Her Son Jean; Rouen Cathedral, Portal and the Tour d'Albane; Water Lilies; The Boulevard des

Capucines; Hemerocallis by the Water; Dahlias; Suzanne Reading and Blanche Painting by the

Marsh at Giverny; Poplars on the Banks of the Seine; Impression, Sunrise.If you like Impressionist

painting, these will be a delight to you. They will also make a nice little add-on gift if you give

someone a book or two.

These were all so pretty and thought provoking. I gave many away just because i liked the idea of

spreading his beauty to others.

These are decent bookmarks for the price, but the resolution is poor and you can actually see

pixels. Certainly, for the price, I wasn't expecting duplication of Monet's works, but other bookmarks



in this line are better quality than this.

I don't know why but I am continually losing book marks. Because of this, for me it's a waste of

money to buy an expensive bookmark so this is a great solution. You get a whole bunch of beautiful

bookmarks for whenever you need them (for me this is quite often). They are a good quality

cardboard (much thicker than paper) so they will last and having them with beautiful Monet prints on

them is a bonus. Highly recommend these.
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